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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Data is an important dimension of competition for platforms, but attention is the real scarce resource in the
market. To capture attention and stay competitive in the market, companies identify customers’ needs and
preferences and create products that satisfy them. People say they value privacy, but they act like they don’t.
Research from behavioral economics shows that privacy valuation is highly context-dependent and subject to
social-desirability bias and endowment effects.
Advocates want to increase privacy and competition, but there is an unacknowledged trade-off between
those values. Privacy regulations are costly, ambiguous, and vague, which means they are biased in favor of
incumbents and harmful to innovation. If we value privacy above all else, then that is a fine trade-off to
make. But we should not pretend privacy regulations are a free lunch.
Federalism gives us the benefit of states serving as “laboratories of democracy,”1 but at the cost of potential
regulatory arms races. The “California effect” means that a single large state can, in effect, drive
policymaking at the national level, creating a race to the bottom.2 We should pass federal baseline privacy
regulations that preempt state privacy laws.
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INTRODUCTION
“Data is the new oil.”3 This metaphor has become a meme. It is reasonable that as the digital economy
becomes more prominent in our lives, we would seek to understand one of its most important inputs by
reaching for an analogy to the physical economy. But we should be careful not to think of data as a resource
to be consumed, lest we regulate and manage it improperly.4 There are a few ways this analogy leads us
astray.
First, oil is rivalrous, while data is nonrivalrous. If someone uses a barrel of oil, it can’t be consumed again.
But as Alan McQuinn, a senior policy analyst at the Information Technology and Innovation Foundation,
noted in an article for Inside Sources, “when consumers ‘pay with data’ to access a website, they still have the
same amount of data after the transaction as before. As a result, users have an infinite resource available to
them to access free online services.”5
Second, oil is fungible, while data is nonfungible. One barrel of oil is the same as another, by its definition as
a commodity. Data, on the other hand, is heterogeneous: each person’s data is unique and there are many
different types of attributes that can be turned into data. Third, oil has positive marginal costs of production
and distribution, while data has near-zero marginal costs for both.
Lastly, oil is a search good (i.e., value can be assessed before purchase) while data is an experience good.
Often, the value of data to a firm can only be determined after it's purchased and combined with other data
(or put to use in proprietary algorithms).6
As author Bernard Marr suggests, a better analogy would be renewable energy.7 Like data, the sources of
renewable energy are all around us — the sun shining, rivers running, wind blowing — and there is more
available than we could ever use. We just need to capture it, like we do with data. We leave our digital
fingerprints everywhere; to turn them into data, we just need someone to dust them off.

PART I: DOES BIG DATA MEAN LITTLE
COMPETITION?
Data as a dimension of competition, and/or as an impediment to entry into or expansion within a relevant
market.
There is a common misconception that technology platforms with ad-based business models auction off their
users’ personal data to the highest bidder.8 In fact, these platforms have an incentive not to sell private data
— whether it was provided by the user or collected by the company observing user behavior.9 User data is, in
effect, a trade secret that they use to improve their advertising services.
The platforms use this data to facilitate targeted advertising, i.e., selling access to the attention of users in
particular categories. For example, advertisers can target messages to Facebook users based on their location,
demographics, interests, behavior, and connections.10 Proprietary data is helpful in the advertising market,
but the tech giants are not the only competitors with access to data.
As Anja Lambrecht, an assistant professor at London Business School, and Catherine E. Tucker, a professor
at MIT Sloan School of Management, argue in a recent paper, for “big data” to provide a sustainable
competitive advantage, it would need to be inimitable, rare, valuable, and nonsubstitutable. It fails on all
counts.11
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First, big data is neither inimitable nor rare. As discussed above, since data is nonrivalrous and has near-zero
marginal costs, data owned by one firm can be replicated by a competitor. “Data brokers,” such as Experian,
Epsilon, and Acxiom, play an important role here. They sell data to their customers (who might not have
proprietary datasets of their own) for targeted advertising campaigns, people searches, and risk mitigation
via identity verification and fraud detection.12 Advances in the on-demand cloud computing industry have
also drastically reduced costs for computing, storing, and analyzing big data.
Lambrecht and Tucker point out three challenges to ensuring big data is valuable for firms: integrating new
data into the business and making it compatible with pre-existing data; extracting value from unstructured
data; and establishing causal relationships from the data. After reviewing these challenges, the authors
conclude that “it is only when combined with managerial, engineering and analytic skill in determining the
experiment or algorithm to apply to such data that it proves valuable to firms.”13
Finally, the authors discuss cases when new entrants broke into markets where big data was supposed to have
created an impenetrable moat, including WhatsApp in the communications market, King Digital
Entertainment in the online gaming market, and Tinder in the online dating market. In the end, it’s not the
data that makes the difference, but the “superior ability to understand and meet customer needs.”14
At a festival in Los Angeles last year, Reed Hastings, the CEO of Netflix, discussed his view of the
competitive landscape:15
“Sometimes employees at Netflix think, ‘Oh my god, we’re competing with FX, HBO, or Amazon,’ but
think about if you didn’t watch Netflix last night: What did you do? There’s such a broad range of
things that you did to relax and unwind, hang out, and connect — and we compete with all of that.
You get a show or a movie you’re really dying to watch, and you end up staying up late at night, so
we actually compete with sleep.”
Hastings goes on to claim that Netflix is actually winning the competition against sleep. This might have
been tongue-in-cheek, but his overarching point is only slightly hyperbolic: in the digital economy, data is
important, but attention is the brass ring. People have a finite amount of time each day and the companies
that create the best products and services win the competition for the real resource that is inimitable, rare,
valuable, and nonsubstitutable: attention.

PART II: THE PRIVACY PARADOX
Competition on privacy and data security attributes (among, for example, social media companies or app
developers), and the importance of this competition to consumers and users.
Whether consumers prefer free/ad-supported products to products offering similar services or capabilities,
but that are neither free nor ad-supported.
There is a paradox at the heart of how people treat privacy. They say they value privacy while their actions
imply they don’t. In other words, their stated preferences contradict their revealed preferences. Is this just
another example of cheap talk? Research from behavioral economics and related fields has shown that
privacy valuations are highly context-dependent and subject to social-desirability bias and endowment
effects.
People say they value privacy: According to a 2014 Associated Press-GfK poll, “more than 60 percent of
respondents said they value privacy over antiterror protections.”16 But they act as if they don’t: “Although 70
percent of online consumers say they are worried about online privacy ... just 40 percent read website privacy
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statements, and 82 percent would give personal information to new shopping sites in exchange for a chance
to win $100 in a sweepstakes.”17
In one experiment, researchers showed that “participants were willing to pay around fifty cents for increased
privacy, yet were not willing to spend much more than a dollar, regardless of the nature of the item.”18 In
another, the vast majority of participants were willing to reveal their monthly income to a video rental store
in exchange for a 1€ discount on a DVD (without the discount, about half still shared this private
information in exchange for no benefit).19
A different study found that most subjects would happily sell their personal information for just 25 cents,
and almost all of them waived their right to shield their information.20 A study in New Zealand found that
while most respondents said they were very sensitive to privacy issues, fewer than half were willing to pay for
property rights to their personal information. And of those willing to pay, the average amount was $28.21
The privacy “good” is often part of a complex bundle — for example, discounts at chain stores in exchange
for using a loyalty card that tracks purchasing data.22 According to a Deloitte survey, 79 percent of
respondents “agreed that they would be willing to share their personal data if there was a clear benefit to
them."23
Privacy valuations are also context-dependent.24 In a summary of its 2016 survey, Pew said, “These findings
suggest that the phrase that best captures Americans’ views on the choice between privacy vs. disclosure of
personal information is, ‘It depends.’ People’s views on the key tradeoff of the modern, digital economy —
namely, that consumers offer information about themselves in exchange for something of value — are shaped
by both the conditions of the deal and the circumstances of their lives.”25
Privacy has a "social-desirability bias" as well: People care much less about privacy if they perceive the
information or behavior being tracked to be socially desirable. As one article puts it, “The less desirable the
trait, the greater the price a person demands for releasing the information.”26 Privacy is also subject to an
endowment effect: One experiment showed that those who started with more privacy protections were five
times more willing to forgo money to preserve their privacy.27 Given that few people are confident their
records will remain private, it’s therefore reasonable to conclude that the endowment effect makes people
value privacy less.28
Do platforms compete on privacy? GoGoDuck, the search engine competitor to Google that prides itself in
protecting users’ privacy, has a market share of less than 1 percent in the United States.29 But Facebook did
end its data-sharing agreements with third-party data brokers after the Cambridge Analytica scandal caused
a wave of negative publicity for the company.30
Based on their choices across a wide variety of products and services, consumers express a clear preference for
free, ad-supported options. Android, the free, open-source mobile operating system developed by Google,
had 85.9 percent of the global smartphone sales in 2017, while iOS had 14 percent.31 None of the most popular
social media platforms charge customers for access.32

PART III: WHAT PRICE PRIVACY?
The benefits and costs of privacy laws and regulations, including the effect of such regulations on
innovation, product offerings, and other dimensions of competition and consumer protection.
There is a tradeoff between privacy regulations and economic dynamism. Policymakers who pass privacy
regulations do so with good intentions, but these new mandates also come with unintended consequences.
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It’s important to keep in mind that while consumers value privacy, they also value choice, innovation, and
affordability. Now that the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has been implemented in the
European Union and other jurisdictions are considering mirroring its approach to privacy, it’s worth
examining the law’s effects.
European regulators adopted GDPR with the noble goal of mitigating privacy violations by bad actors. But
many experts predicted ahead of time what the costs of this policy would be. Vague and ambiguous
regulations also raise the cost of doing business. The rules are so difficult to interpret even the EU
Parliament’s own website may not be in total compliance.33 This ambiguity contributes to GDPR’s liability
risks. Penalties from the European Union for violations are significant — up to 4 percent of an infringing
company’s total worldwide revenue— and any individual damaged by an infringement also has a private right
of action for compensation.3435 Facebook and Google were hit with $8.8 billion in GDPR lawsuits on day
one.3637 Compliance costs are also exorbitant: the 500 largest companies in the world will spend roughly $7.8
billion to make sure they don’t run afoul of the new law.38 The combination of fines, compliance costs, and
legal liability make GDPR potentially crippling for all but the largest firms.
And the stakes are higher for privacy regulation in the United States than in Europe, given the global
distribution of technology companies. The United States has the top five largest Internet companies in the
world — Apple, Amazon, Microsoft, Google, and Facebook — and 11 of the top 20.39 Europe has zero. Unclear
privacy mandates could have tremendous costs if implemented in the United States, where the digital
economy accounts for 6.5 percent of GDP and directly supports 5.9 million jobs.40
GDPR is particularly terrible for digital publishers. Following implementation, programmatic ad-buying
decreased by as much as 25 to 40 percent in some cases.41 The limitations on using data for ad targeting also
reduce their effectiveness: “In Europe, where privacy laws have been implemented, banner ads have
experienced a reduction in effectiveness of 65 percent on average in terms of changing stated purchase
intent.”42 Most ominously, two months after GDPR took effect, more than 1,000 U.S. news sites are still
unavailable in Europe.43
The new law is also bad for innovation. As my colleague Ryan Hagemann and I wrote in a recent op-ed:44
Unclearly defined provisions such as the “right to erasure” and “right to explanation,” even if
interpreted reasonably, are regulatory death blows for investments in many emerging technologies.
The potential commercial applications of technologies such as blockchain and artificial intelligence are
fundamentally incompatible with the new rules, (which) serve only to cement the EU’s position as the
technological backwater of the industrial world.
It is tragically ironic that at a time when the European Union is using antitrust enforcement actions to
punish large technology companies, European policymakers passed a privacy law that favors those same
firms. Adam Thierer, a senior research fellow at the Mercatus Center at George Mason University, predicted
before implementation that GDPR would further entrench Facebook and Google rather than reign them in.45
As European Union Justice Commissioner Věra Jourová said after meeting with Google and Facebook and
noting a lack of anxiety about GDPR, “They have the money, an army of lawyers, an army of technicians and
so on.”46
Hiawatha Bray, a technology columnist for The Boston Globe, admitted in a recent article about California’s
new GDPR-style law that though the increase in concentration may not be the intent of privacy regulation,
it’s not unwelcome either:47
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Perhaps strong privacy regulations will prevent the rise of “the next Facebook,” but is that a bad
thing? Maybe new regulations will result in fewer companies hitting me up for sensitive data. But I’d
rather have one or two huge companies tracking me than 20 or 30 smaller ones. There are fewer
opportunities for data breaches that way, and it’s easier to sue when something goes wrong.
Regulations intended to give people more control over their data, such as portability and interoperability
requirements, actually pose cybersecurity risks. By increasing what experts call the “attack surface,”48 or the
number of points where a hacker could extract private information, these regulations directly increase the
risk of users’ private data being stolen or exposed. The Facebook-Cambridge Analytica scandal was really a
case of data portability run amok. Facebook allowed its users to share their data (and some of their friends’
data) with third-party developers and it ended up being used for political purposes.

PART IV: PREEMPTING THE CALIFORNIA EFFECT
The benefits and costs of varying state, federal and international privacy laws and regulations, including the
conflicts associated with those standards.
A patchwork of varying state, federal, and international privacy laws creates a race to the bottom where the
jurisdiction with the most onerous regulations becomes the de facto lawmaker for all jurisdictions. In
environmental policy, this is known as the “California effect,” a phrase coined by David Vogel, a professor at
the University of California, Berkeley, after he observed that automakers would make all of their vehicles
comply with California’s pollution standards because the state was so large and a customized production
process was too inefficient.49
California recently passed its own privacy law, which is essentially “GDPR lite.”50 Among its most troubling
provisions, the law prohibits companies from providing customers with an inferior service if they choose to
not share their data. But the data economy is premised on sharing data in exchange for free digital services.
This particular regulation creates a classic free-rider problem in which no one has an incentive to provide
their data, and therefore the underlying service will become uneconomical.51
The federal government should limit the damage from these state-level privacy laws and preempt them by
passing its own baseline privacy law and invoking the Constitution’s supremacy clause. The new law should
maintain sector-based privacy regulations (e.g., HIPAA for health care, FERPA for education, and FCRA
and GLBA for credit) and continue with an ex-post approach to privacy enforcement as opposed to the exante approach favored in the EU. This strategy does an excellent job addressing real risks to sensitive data
and real harms to consumers.
The federal privacy law should consider incorporating a few proposals from a recent white paper released by
Senator Mark Warner of Virginia, including AI self-identification, platform liability for re-uploading of
content deemed tortious by a court, 72-hour data-breach notifications, and transparency requirements for
digital political ads.52

PART V: SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Maintain sector-based privacy regulation for sensitive medical, educational, and financial
information;

2.

Preempt state regulation of online privacy by passing baseline federal privacy regulation that is
predictable, minimalist, consistent, and simple;
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3.

Violations of privacy regulations should be adjudicated by the FTC, not in the court system via
private lawsuits;

4. Platforms should be liable for harm if they fail to prevent content that has been deemed tortious by
a court from being re-uploaded; and
5.

Firms suffering a data breach should be required to notify affected users within 72 hours.

CONCLUSION
There is a growing push for new privacy regulations, as seen with the recent passage of laws in California and
the European Union. As the federal government and various agencies approach this issue and consider its
effects for competition and other values, it would be wise to follow the template laid out in the Clinton
administration’s Framework for Global Electronic Commerce.53 Though the framework was primarily concerned
with commerce, its principles apply with equal force to privacy:
1.

“The private sector should lead.”

2.

“Governments should avoid undue restrictions on electronic commerce.”

3.

“Where governmental involvement is needed, its aim should be to support and enforce a predictable,
minimalist, consistent and simple legal environment for commerce.”

4.

“Governments should recognize the unique qualities of the Internet.”

5.

“Electronic commerce on the Internet should be facilitated on a global basis.”54

We would like to thank the FTC for the opportunity to comment on this issue and we look forward to
continuing to engage on this and other topics as the hearings progress.
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